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About This Game

In "Quiet Sleep" you perform the role of a military man who arrived at point "M" to guard the medical center.
According to the head of security, toxic gas got into the air, which resulted in irreversible consequences.

It is rumored that in the neighboring villages people go to bed and wake up completely differently.
They behave abnormally, they are very aggressive and attack other people, knowing neither fear nor pity.

You can protect the medical center alone or with friends, each one can choose a character to his taste.
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Title: Quiet Sleep
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
White tail
Publisher:
 White tail
Release Date: 3 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 1GB / AMD Radeon HD 6790 1GB

Storage: 600 MB available space

English,Russian
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Meh, i dont recomend it, the controls are hard to get into.. Damn, this was a well executed... experience. Think of it as a movie
where you can place the camera exactly where you want and rewind the time if you think you missed something. The developers
have found a very sweet spot and hit it almost perfectly. Voice acting is top notch. About the only thing I can complain about is
that some graphics can be slightly clunky, but that is of very little consequence when you compare it to the rest. Do I want more
of this? Oh yes!. Duckhunt meets terminator, has baby raised by Carl from Slingblade. The only bad thing about this game is
after playing a round, my index finger feels like I'm sixteen and just got home from a highschool prom.. 7/10 ฆ่าเวลาได้ดี. I like
this DLC despite the facts that there is only one (!) route which is short and easy with only one (!) bus model in only one (!)
livery. There is no night-time services (even by AI), so after finishing last course you don't have anything to do in game for next
4 hours...
Besides, the map has its own character and is very pleasant to drive on it. Route leads from the city interchange hub to the
village suburbs. The bus you have to get used to is \u00d6AF (LU 200 M11) - at the beginning I did not like it, but over time I
liked it very much. I must admit that it is not easy to use announcements system in this bus - isn't so simple like IBIS in German
buses.
EDIT:
After the release of "Vienna 1 - Line 24A" DLC, I see no point in buying this addon. Sad but true.... ATTENTION: it can
allways and anytime happen out of the blue that RC lost the connection to steam, and then your work is lost whatsoever. No
chance to save, no chance to reconnect. What ever you have done, it is lost.

other than that, its great.
. I can build Nukes now.. The game is pretty good man! Qualities that I consider the game has that are very worth noting are the
fact it has the castlevania feel and is overall the most likeable thing about it apart from the great artstyle coming from Leather.
This game is what a fanboy of Leather and the gang need.
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Not good it runs like A horror show sorry about that but its pretty bad.I want to like it just A few fixes this route would be up at
near the top my list it can be great.I uninstall it and reinstall hoping for the best but so far this has not happened.. I find controls
a bit awful T=T. I LOVED every second of this journey.....Its like you created it just for me. Loved the music, Loved the sacred
geometry shapes, colors and all around vibe....I will be using it as a meditation tool. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE create more
.....Blessings to your team, you guys rock :). Interesting combat concept and a style worthy of Okami though not particularly
intellectually challenging. Thankfully the combat pace picks up towards the end.. too repetitive. I finaly finished the game it
tooks me about 7 hours.
The graphics are simple and to find all the abilitys is a bit tricky but can be done.
What I didn't understand is the five abilitys you should get,I only could run ,make my selve small ,and jump so i don't know
which the others are.The end is not done well there should be some reward or something else.
If you are an explorer and like easy puzzels try this game
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